
INNOVATION THRU 
COLLABORATION



MODERN 
WORKPLACE

Increase your 
business  
and people 
potential.

From the  
start of the project 
we’re thinking of 
your employees.

Getting The Best From Microsoft.

We’re building on and exceeding Microsoft’s 
promise. Experience and certification counts 
when guiding  businesses thru the Microsoft 
universe. Whether  minimizing admin &  
project issues, or maximizing your  Microsoft 
investment, we’re partnering for impact.

The days of required on-premise workflow  
and software are over.  Our Modern Workplace 
Practice is designed to reimagine your  
employee productivity and security from  
anywhere. Get the latest applications  
deployed and managed to the fullest while  
using Microsoft 365. A bundle of services  
within Exchange, SharePoint, Teams, and  
Power Platform give your organization  
the best value and ease of use;  
driving you forward without limitations.

• Teams Video, Voice,  
 & Data Collaboration
•  SharePoint Document   
 Management
•  Data & Application  
 Modernization

100% Focused on  
Microsoft Cloud Services

Top 25 Microsoft  
Managed Partner List 

Gold Certified In  
Cloud Productivity 

Focus  On The Microsoft  
Cloud Ensures Up-To-Date  
Technologies & Methods



MICROSOFT 
CLOUD

Take advantage  
of superior  
agility and  
trusted resiliency.

Successful digital  
transformation 
begins with  
real collaboration.

Get rid of your outdated servers and private  
data centers. Shifting to Azure Services goes  
beyond traditional virtual servers and embraces  
the next generation of technology to lower  
budgets, and increase efficiency, security, and 
business intelligence. Our strength lies with  
the foundation of your technology, confidently 
making fundamental improvements to the heart 
of your organizations IT. Through a combination 
of Azure Services and Power Platform,  
we can enable your leaders to develop  
services, efficiencies, and automated intelligent  
reporting to propel your organization.
 

• Azure Infrastructure,  
 Migrations, Consolidations
•  Virtual Desktop
• Power Platform &   
 Viva Business Improvement  
 & Intelligence

Change Requires A Reliable Partner.

The tech world has never been so disruptive. 
Working together to find the solutions to the 
problems that are on your mind is required. 
Collaboration relies on openness and  
knowledge sharing, but also on an individual 
level of accomplishment and accountability. 

Shared Ideas Are
Our Inspiration

Mutual Trust With  
An Open Approach

Senior Level Consultants
Who Speak & Work Like You

Agreed Upon Roadmap
And Project Checkpoints

Agreements Focus  
On Collaboration,  
Not Just Completion



TRUSTED 
SECURITY

Protecting your 
reputation  
as well as your 
organization.

From sharing  
smart ideas 
to superior  
execution.

We enable you to leverage the full breadth  
of Microsoft security features to deliver top  
security solutions, advice, and guidance  
around the Microsoft stack of products.  
Whether you’re starting your adoption  
of cloud services, Microsoft 365, or fully  
adopted in Azure.

•  Foundational  
 Infrastructure Hardening
•  Identity, Access, &  
 Endpoint Management
•  Threat and Data Protection
•  Business Email Compromise
•  Identity Protection

Lifting Your Limitations.
If your technology resources had no limits, what 
could your business accomplish? To operate an 
IT department at optimum efficiency, assets have 
to be fluid and rise  and fall as needed. Finchloom 
delivers focused expertise, which frees up client 
resources for other critical  objectives.

Act, Don’t React.  
Proactive Thinking & Reviews

Strategically Positioning
For Future-Proof Solutions

Implementing Sustainability
And Resiliency 

Balancing Today’s Needs
With Tomorrow’s Opportunities



CUSTOM 
PROTECTION

Maximize  
Microsoft 
technology,  
and minimize 
risk & exposure.

Working with
the best,   
brings out  
your best.

It’s time to get more done without adding  
more responsibilities or resources. Our  
Microsoft focused managed services transition  
the engineering labor needed to manage  
disciplined tasks to Finchloom. Maintaining  
security and protection requires continuous  
review and communication of identified phishing  
attempts. As well as, validation and testing  
of Azure backup systems, and methodical  
onboarding and offboarding of identity tasks. 
Together, we leverage Microsoft technology to 
reduce risk and drive excellence. 
 

• PhishPrevent  
 Managed Services
•  Azure Managed Backup
• Azure Identity  
 Managed Services

How to work with Finchloom.

It’s never been easier to implement and  
update new Microsoft solutions. Our  
support offerings enable your organization  
to solve real time challenges, design and  
deliver innovative services, and simultaneously 
achieve success on multiple stages. Working 
with the most experienced has its advantages.

Open & Limited  
Scope Support

Multiple Ongoing  
Projects Working Together

A Project With Specified  
Scope Of Work

Staff Augmentation,  
Staff-To-Hire, & Placement



Level-pay professional services offering  
for companies looking to outsource  
projects, services, and staffing by  
accessing a team of experts to complete  
project work and fill critical skills gaps.

The Finchloom Flight Program
Accelerating the pace of change and success  
requires a team of experts. The more complex  
the projects, the more elastic the scope needs 
to be to deliver it right, and on time. The key to 
FLIGHT is the managed roadmap crafted in  
collaboration with our Cloud Consultants & your  
IT team to direct work & prioritize solutions.

A distinguishing factor is the client dedicated 
project manager assigned to manage multiple 
project resources and dependencies, adjusting  
for collaborating teams, running in parallel to  
accomplish your technical roadmap.

A Different Way To Soar
Another difference from most professional service  
plans is our unique budget methodology that  
provides steady budgeted cost.

The hidden gem to our strategy is continuity of 
our assigned resources to your team. Instead  
of moving resources around to other clients at the  
close of a project, your PM has the authority & 
interest to maintain your dedicated team of  
architects/engineers that know your environment 
& culture. Overall, our clients work with us in  
perpetuity because we have great people, & 
FLIGHT ensures a long-term relationship with the 
best Microsoft engineers in the industry.
 

Our clients  
are always our  
best collaborators.

With our 
cloud architects
and roadmap,   
your projects  
take FLIGHT.

Effortless Projects 

Flexible Scope 

Secure Virtual Environments 

Flat Monthly Rate 

Architects & Senior Engineering

We have had a great experience  
working with Finchloom professionals in 
different Microsoft specializations and 
would recommend them to any  
company looking for experts who  
get projects done the right way,  
the first time.
—Senior VP of IT

“

”

Being part of my company’s IT  
department, the experts at Finchloom 
have been nothing but an excellent  
resource and trusted go-to people.  
We will continue to use their services 
for future projects.
—Senior Technician

“

”

See more Finchloom reviews at:
www.finchloom.com/magic-program

Finchloom has been integral to our  
success. They are a great augmentation 
to our internal team, and continue  
to give us their best, with minimal 
downtime and disruption.
—Senior Manager Of Enterprise Cloud

“
”

FLIGHT delivers consistent engineering  
resources against a budget & plan.  
Each FLIGHT partner works with a team  
of Architects, Engineers, and  
Project Manager to execute  
multiple projects in parallel,  
on-time, & on budget.



844.346.2456
FINCHLOOM.COM


